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Mater Dei Prep Global Institute
THE PATH TO WIN-WIN!

- Life’s encounters can create difficult or challenging “dynamics”
- Success will be based on your “choices” with each encounter
- Today’s training will discuss the strategies towards creating win-win dynamics

Mater Dei Prep Global Institute
Know the people you interact with regularly.

Sometimes our minds are like a GPS on **Automatic Pilot**. Only going to what it already knows.

We can become prisoners of our own expectations.

To change the outcome, we need to change the direction.

**Mater Dei Prep Global Institute**
1. Listen *just to hear* – “I know you are talking, but that is the extent of this communication.”

2. Listen *to understand* – focused on the speaker with intent to understand what is being communicated.

   “I need you here with me.
   Not just hearing me.”

   It is often a mistake to just assume the person you’re speaking to actually understood what you said.
THE FOUR “R’S” TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

- Reaction
- Recognition
- Reframing
- Response

Mater Dei Prep Global Institute
EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATING YOUR RESPONSE

“When communicating your response this will get you far!”

- F.A.R.
  - Focus
  - Assertive
  - Resourceful

Physiology of the Body & Mind working together for success.

Mater Dei Prep Global Institute
Lessons learned:
How do you “Model” Leadership
The Wrist Exercise
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Mater Dei Prep Global Institute
OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM

Global Institute at Mater Dei Prep
UN Involvement
Students in Action
Educational Tool Kit
A House Divided
Partnerships
As of March 2017, 2.5 million people under the age of 18 have been forced to leave their homes and their schooling. By sponsoring this program, education can be more easily accessed by those who otherwise would be left without schooling. These students have the potential to change the world. All they need is a boost. As said by Malala Yousafzai, “One child, one teacher, one book, and one pen can change the world.”

Our website prep4peace.org features lesson plans and videos that are available in all countries. These plans will mirror what is sent out in the physical kits and will feature discussion boards and help centers for the students to receive the one-on-one help they need to prosper.
Mater Dei Prep Global Institute

**Design Thinking Applications: Prep 4 Peace**

Emerging Global Leaders Design Thinking

- Break down info + find plan of action
- Prioritize + try to be done
- Work backwards + by May 10 to set date & get it in

**Things we've done:**

- Short story - written (done)
- Short film based off short story (in progress)
- Overview ppt. (done)
- Simple logic + multiplication (in progress/done)
- Rough draft of website layout (done)
- Website plan (in progress/done)
- Sponsorship for Philanthropic website
- Journey map
- Research other organizations doing the same thing
- Send us your videos, not the product
- Selling the feeling, not the product (what's your story?)
- Mentor link - video profile of mentor
- Peer tutoring
- Back-to-back manufacturer
- Backpack manufacturer
- Social impact/change the world

**Things to discuss:**

- Pizza box w/ learning tools and lesson plans
- Sponsorship lists and donations
- Funding partners
- Website plans

- Alyah + Katharine: About us information
- Maddie: All visuals, scripts
- Karen: Main presentation
- Joey: Website, journey map
- Tommy: Bio powerpoints
- Gill: Short stories
- Liz: Peacekeepers powerpoint
- Katelyn: Research, sponsor, career development, schools
“Words/Labels that may seem harmless are words that differentiates a person from other. Although it may not always be construed as an insult, it is something that can lead to further issues because of the ability to allow the user to label others.” Liz Sheridan MDP 20

We wanted to create a video to show the hate rhetoric in communities and how we put labels on others based on who they are.

The video shows how easy it is to bring peace into our communities and how standing up for someone can change something even bigger.

The Global Institution is built on standing up for others and bring peace to the world. The intent of this video is to promotes this message!

Mater Dei Prep Global Institute
A HOUSE DIVIDED

Mater Dei Prep Global Institute
BRINGING STUDENTS INTO THE LEADERSHIP PARADIGM

Skill Development – Programs that incorporate Conflict Resolution Training “Where students literally “own” their skills and “model” positive leadership

Students taking Action - Educational Tool Kit
Video Story Telling - A House Divided
Conference Participation
Train the Trainer Workshops
Community Outreach

Question from Alpha Iota
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